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Ficure 1 

Rembrandt van Rijn 
David with the Head of Goliath before Saul, 1627 
Oil on oak panel 
27.5 x 39.5 em 
(Inv, Nr. G 1958.37) 
Offentliche Kunstsammiung Basel, Kunstmuseum 
Legs Max Geldner, 1958 
Photo: Offentliche Kunstsammlung Basel, Martin Bahler 
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A Man Writing by Candlelight 
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The analysis by the Rembrandt Research Project of A Man Writing by Candlelight was part of a lengthy program, begun in 1968, 

of creating a new catalogue of paintings by Rembrandt. Because of the very large number of paintings that had been attributed 

to the artist and despite the overwhelming amount of literature on this oeuvre, members of the Project believed closer attention 

to various kinds of evidence would provide 4 more precise and scientific approach to studying these works. Thus, the three sub- 

sequent volumes of A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings include numerous reproductions and descriptions of X-ray studies and, to a 

lesser extent, other processes, including ultraviolet radiation and infrared Photography. In their texts, the authors analyze in 

detail the scientific studies and how they relate to physical and stylistic features of the paintings. They also describe the subjects 
and publish their visual observations on the supports, grounds, paint layers, signatures, and varnishes of the pictures. Finally, 
they provide information on related documents and sources, on prints after the paintings, on copies, and on provenances. 
Presently, additional volumes of the corpus are in preparation. 

This brochure was produced in conjunction with the exhibition “By or After Rembrandt: Two Paintings from the Bader Collection,” which 
comprised “A Man Writing by Candlelight” and the oil sketch, “David with the Head of Goliath before Saul.” 
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paper on the wall sometime after 1790. The monogram wa DAVID WITH THE HEAD OF GOLIATH BEFORE SAUL THE COLLECTOR ENDNOTES 
found to be on top of the varnish layer, for it was quickly Sketch) Dr. Alfred Bader was born in Vienna in 1924, and fled to Or. Bad 

removed by Professor Josef Hajsinek of Vienna in 1958 with This unpublished, handsome brunaille” on wood panel i England in December 1938, ten months before the begin. 
petroleum ether, a very mild solvent, w arnish laye exhibitec for the first time as bought by Dr. Bader ning of World War II. Although a Jewish refugee from the 

1 Dou was Rembrandt's first stu: T an dealer Lennart Lur who had purct he was interned in 1940, first in a camp in Huyton 

near Liverpool, and later in a prisoner of war camp near 
n the Offentliche Montreal. After his release in 1941, he entered Queen 

brar tsammiung PF y the same University in Kingston, Ontario, where he studied engineer 
ituation and adde 1, GDF, x 39.5 cm), signed 7 (Fig. 1), The latter ing chemistry. Subsequently, he studied organic chemistry at 

make the work more valuablc s‘ recognized (Bauch 3; Bode 4; Bredius 488; Hofstede de Groot 34) i Harvard University and received a Ph.D, in 1950. He then 

that the monogram was spurious. Surprisingly, Gerson (193 accepted as autograph by the Rembrandt Research Project worked in Milwaukee as a research chemist for the 
and Van Gelder (1953)’ accepted the monogram as genuine A9),"“" which reports no copies. The painting in Basel is on a Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. In 1951, he co-founded 
and considered the painting to be a copy by Dou after panel that was originally somewhat larger, whereas the sketch Aldrich Chemical Company, which merged in 1975 to 

Rembrandt not been cut doy beveled or become Sigma-Aldrich, now the w t supplier of 
Of the Rembrar xamir r y I : research chemical 

je (1897) tein in Ham! Since retiring from Sigma-Aldrich in 1992 

Je Groot r 1 M enth cer Professor Moll ued a fruitful career as an art collector and dealer 
ty made a careful study of the painting through accepted the picture gray t y r F 1g through personal philanthropy is directed to aiding students of 

the Rembranc imilarit nfrared reflectography, which shows pentimenti and under chemistry and providing fellowships for art history student 
between the paint handling in this work (no. ¢ and TI painting. An X-radiograph confirms these finding to study in Europe, Recently, he provided £6,000,000 to 

mbrandt a Flight into Egypt (no. CS), dated 1627, in the Musée des Beaux There are three possibilities for this brunaill Queen's University to purchase and renovate Herstmonceux 
Arts in Tours that has been enthusiastically endorsed by most Castle in'Sussex, England, to serve as a center for studles in 

1, It is a sketch by Rembrandt pre ding the painting in scholars as a work by Rembrandt. However, the Rembrandt : I E European politics, economics, law, and art 
Basel (A9). Dr. Bader thinks this is doubtful-unle the 

Research Project conclude In July 1992, Dr. Bader, with Dr. Otto Naumann, purchased brunaille prece g period-because AQ i 
Xembrandt’s magnificent Portrait of Johanr nb much better Rembrandt's magnif 
(1633) at auction at Sotheby and in December 

It is a. contemporary a an artist such a . 
aE sold it to the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, where it is exhib. 

Jan Lieven 

FROM REMBRANDT AND HIs StupI10o: tudent of Rembrandt, done about 1630-40 
Two Paintings from the Bader Collection foie talsonte Moris DREADS The brunaille sketch has an interesting three-dimensional 

ited now in the great gallery with The Night Watch 

Dr. Bader purchases an average of two hundred painting: 

each year. He prefers seventeenth-century Dutch painting 
; specifically those based on scenes from the Old ‘Testament 9/30, though an wnmistak quality with multiple paint layers and it generally conforms pecifically,th EES CH SESH hn im 

able difference in quality leads one to conchide that it cannot Occasionally, he collects works addressing other areas of the A MAN WRITING BY CANDLELIGHT Ws With an inner radiance and luminosity, It is a work of Hoty UA XO BUMS to the painting in Basel; the figures, however, are less clearly sae 7 ss a 
him. Together with the Tours Flight int sible and history, as well as genre, landscapes, portraits, and traordinary beauty, a veritable Its chiaroscuro, the defined. For exampl gistrather fuzzy. i ketch Bible and history, as well nre, landscapes, por r mid th ral Scene (no. C10, 

till-lifes. Rembrandt, his contemporaries, and his student 1 contrasts between light is particularly impres which show to it in mam and ir g man with the blue tur- : : : : : are Bader’s consuming passion. One of his great joys is in h handli 7 as a common fea U ban, whoa rs in the finished painting, is absent in the 
di: vering hidden masterpiece { Rembrandt's paintings in Leiden, v worked ketch. Likewise, the vertical lances or spears that appear E 

2 = 2 Alfred Bader is a remarkable man—kind, gentle, unassur terdam i 
above the rear of the horse are absent. Also, the Basel paint iS Dou entered Rembrandt's studio on February 14, 1628. It i ing, generous, and a model of integrity. I trea nd a subject of debate among : ing extends the composition somewhat at the bottom and os a Mportant to note that Dou’s early oeuvre is substantially dif F ship of many years. Alfred’s greatest asset is his wife Isabel, a nany years. Late in the eighteenth the right. These differences suggest that one should serious ferent from Rembrandt's. Dr. Volker Manuth of Queen’s HOS MECTHTS uagest, that one should’ seriously ent it bel i} the Parisian dealer and collector Jean- 
co. ider w tC ie brunaill Ossib! ) € he Base 

sae : University affirms this painting is not by Dou; he writes, “At nsider whether the brunaille may possibly precede the Basel thick materi ‘ I a globe Baptiste Pierre Le Brun, who had acquired a wonderful collec- ) 5 r any rate, Dou cannot be considered the author. His early Painting\andibe a\very quick/preliminary,sketch [by behind and t per bearing tion of paintings during the French Revolution. He was proud 

charming lady of grace, dignity, vision, and keen intellect 

She shares his passion for collecting art 

For more details about Dr fe and work and all 
finis collection eae hadicaemrinesmaree eng Reet eaiae works differ significantly in the rendering of individual Rembrandt himself. If it were a copy after the Basel pans ; iaaucntanearalChenlet 

5 details, the more evenly distributed lighting, and the choice one would expect the copy to reflect more accurately the n lenfeld and N 1, 1995 (ISBN 0 29: 
pesDone ini t7e0, the poe peso ees ee Le ineerbed of colours.”"*David McTavish has concluded, “Trained initially “tails of the painting. A rough h, in which the element POGIC of the same dime aS an engraver, [Dau's| p: g retains a linear and descrip of the picture are quickly put into place, need not bear com ainting extended an additional tive quality which is alien to the dramati 1 painterly parison in quality with a carefully executed, finished picture Dr §. William I vas trimmed slightly roachar 

approach of the 5 ainting (and the Both can be by the same hand. Regardless of its authorship, 1 1822. Itisr ‘orth Professor of Chem y and director ¢ Instit Me " that the engraving doc Esypt). While it may be wise to keep an open mind on th« this beautiful sketch is a valuable document of the seven- Products Research at the University of Georgia as well as an w the monogram GDF [Gerard Dou fecit], which ubject, it still seems likely that Rembrandt was responsible teenth century and presents an interesting puzzle from internationally recognized connoisseur and collector of Dutel uppeared between the second and third lines of the sheet of for this small painting on copper Rembrandt's studio. works on paper 


